
On p. 781, the following sentence in column one has an incorrect form of IVS4+919G→A:

Of these, 83% (or 1 in \(~1,640\)) had the IVS4+919G→A mutation. Of the over 600 known mutations causing Fabry disease, the IV4S+919G→A is the first common disease-causing mutation in any racial, ethnic or demographic group (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk).

The corrected sentence is below:

Of these, 83% (or 1 in \(~1,640\)) had the IVS4+919G→A mutation. Of the over 600 known mutations causing Fabry disease, the IV4S+919G→A is the first common disease-causing mutation in any racial, ethnic or demographic group (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk).